BEST
VA L U E B I K E

I

2017

2017

Merlin
ROC 105

f we’ve learned one thing down
the years here at BikesEtc, it’s
that you don’t need to spend a
fortune in order to end up with a
great bike. With this in mind, back
in April we asked ourselves what
was the best racing bike we could
find for under £1k. The answer, it
turned out, was this Merlin ROC
105. So what made it so special?
Well, apart from the Shimano 105
groupset and the Fulcrum Racing
Sport wheels (both of which were
staggering finds at such a low
price), this alloy beast proved to
be a triumph of design. Our usually
grumpy tester concluded: ‘It’s fast.
There’s not a weak link in its spec,
plus it’s a blast to ride!’ Not bad for
a bike that costs a smidge under
£900 – that’s less than a tenth of
the £10k Storck Fascenario.3 (also
in this issue), which is the priciest
bike we tested in 2017.

£899 / merlincycles.com

BEST
JERSEY

T
Yes, it’s time once again to welcome you to BikesEtc’s very
own annual awards when we honour all that’s good, great and
downright daft in the world of cycling. Over the next 14
pages, we look back at the last 12 months in order to celebrate
and commemorate the people, bikes, innovations, kit and,
yes, even the crashes that have made us go, ‘Ooh!’ ‘Ah!’ ‘Wow!’
and ‘Ouch!’ in 2017. So strap yourself in and enjoy the ride,
this one’s got more twists and turns than the Stelvio Pass…
WORDS TEAM BIKESETC

Pedal Ed Narita
Carbon Jersey

he standard of modern cycling apparel
is genuinely flabbergasting. Not only do
contemporary manufacturers turn out
garments that are comfortable to wear and
perform exceptionally well under testing
conditions, but they also consistently produce
clothing that’s blimmin’ well cool to look at, too.
Which is why when Pedal Ed’s Narita Carbon
Jersey arrived at BikesEtc towers back in May, a
small scuffle broke out in the office between the
jersey’s potential suitors. When tested, however,
the Narita proved that it was in possession of
more than just swoonsome good looks. Using a
double-knit fabric, the jersey also proved highly
effective on the bike, ensuring our tester kept cool
and stayed incredibly comfy. He also remained
(miraculously) pong-free thanks to the polyester
yarn the Narita’s made from being dunked in a
special treatment prior to manufacture. A process
that not only combats whiffs but is antibacterial
as well. This Italian-made marvel won a BikesEtc
Gold Award at the time with a perfect 10/10 score,
so it’s little surprise to see it win here, too!

£97 / alwaysriding.co.uk
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MTB OF
THE YEAR

2017

Marin Nail
Trail 7

Q U OT E ( S )
OF THE
YEAR
Eurosport’s
Carlton
Kirby

C

arlton Kirby, we salute
you. Your bonkers
cycling commentary
may rankle with the sport’s
purists but to those of us
who are rubbish at taking
life seriously, you remain a
punditry god of Partridgeesque proportions. So many
quotes to choose from, but
space, alas, for just two.
The first describes a racer’s
Herculean efforts during the
Vuelta a España, the second
a Spanish rider’s diminutive
facial furniture!

Jungels
there, tongue
out, like a
spaniel on a
motorway!
Lluís Mas’
beard…
It looks like
a misplaced
postage
stamp!

W
SHADES
OF THE
YEAR
Kask KOO
Open

N

ow, call us shallow but what
we were immediately struck
by with these stylish
sunnies when they turned up
for testing back in July, was their
funky arms. Rather than folding away
conventionally, they flip down and
then up, to tuck in behind the lenses.
This may seem gimmicky, but it also
means that you can rotate the angle of
the lenses away from your face on
longer climbs to stop them fogging
up. And that’s the thing about these
shades – while they’ll undoubtedly
help you look cool (they’re available
in 12 colours), they’re also a model of
functionality, their wraparound style

£175 / velobrands.co.uk

C A M PA I G N O F T H E Y E A R
Cycling UK

C

ycling has barely been out of the
headlines this year, with road
safety prompting debates in
Parliament as well as the nation’s pubs.
So congratulations to Cycling UK for
consistently leading that conversation,
and for putting its money where it’s
mouth is, especially with its Too Close
For Comfort Campaign. Back in March,
Cycling UK set about raising funds to
equip every police force in Britain with
what it called a ‘Safe Pass’ mat. This
simple bit of kit allows police officers
to demonstrate to car drivers how
much room they need to give a cyclist
when overtaking, with anything under
1.5 metres greatly increasing the risk
of a (potentially fatal) accident. By the
summer, Cycling UK was in dialogue
with all 45 UK forces and since then
over 80% have taken delivery of the
mats, rolling them out (literally!) to
help educate road users. Since then
reported ‘close passes’ have gone down
by 50% in some regions. And if that
doesn’t deserve a big BikesEtc round
of applause, we don’t know what does!

cyclinguk.org
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providing excellent coverage to protect
your eyes. Unsurprising really, given
they’re made by Lombardy-based
helmet manufacturer Kask. The nose
piece, for example, is adjustable to
allow a better grip and if your nose
isn’t of the Roman variety – well, just
use the supplied smaller grip instead.
There are also two interchangeable
lenses, (made by top Swiss firm Zeiss)
including one tinted set to shield
your eyes during a typical Italian
summer’s day and a clear one to look
after them on a typical British one!

e’ll remember 2017 for
many things, not least
because it was the year
that we committed to exploring
the world of cycling more
comprehensively than ever
before here at BikesEtc. And it’s
how we discovered one of the
best bikes of the year – the Marin
Nail Trail 7, a hardtail 29er MTB
that defied expectations. When
our tester first clapped eyes on it
back in July – a man whom it must
be said has spent more time on
MTB trails than he has his social
skills over the years – he greeted
the bike with a cynical shrug. By
the time he eventually brought
it back from the woods, he was
extolling its lightness, speed, agility
and ‘funness’ (yeah, we told him
it wasn’t a word). Six months on,
you’ll be glad to hear rider and bike
are still very much together.

£1,600 / marinbikes.com

HERO
OF THE YEAR
Chris Froome

W

hat a year it’s been for Chris
Froome. First, he becomes the
most successful British Tour de
France cyclist of all time, after winning the
world’s most celebrated bike race for a fourth
time. Then he goes and wins the Vuelta a
España the following month! To put that into
context, it means the Team Sky star rode
3,540km around France in just over 86 hours,
took less than four weeks off, then pedalled
his way through 3,324km of Spain in less than
83 hours. Oh, and he also conquered 73
categorised mountain passes during the two
races as well, including the 2,360m-high Col
d’Izoard and 1,570m-high Alto de l’Angliru on
his way to glory. Winning both in the same
season’s only ever been done twice before – by
Anquetil in 1963 and Hinault in 1978, back
when the Vuelta was earlier in the season, and
the gap between the two races bigger.
And now, to top it all off, 32-year-old
Froomey’s only gone and bagged himself
BikesEtc’s Hero of the Year Award. Although
to be fair, we reckon that if Her Maj was to give
him a knighthood-shaped nod in the New
Year’s Honours list, that latter achievement
may end up getting a tad overshadowed.
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E-BIKE OF
THE YEAR

LEGEND
AWA R D

Ridgeback
E-Flight Di2

2017

W

BOOK OF
THE YEAR
The Hardmen

S

ubtitled Legends of
the Cycling Gods, this
was always going to be
a shoo-in for our favourite
bike-based book of the year.
Written by those acerbic
chaps from The Velominati
who gave us The Rules: The
Way of the Cycling Disciple,
this is an OTT celebration of
the heroics of those riders
who’ve done the most to
forge cycling’s rep as one of
the world’s toughest sports.
In many ways, The Hardmen
is a companion piece to The
Rules, highlighting the riders
whom the writers deem to
have had the moxie, panache
and what they describe
as ‘the perfect amount
of dumb’ to support their
idiosyncratic take on what
makes cycling so special.
Rather than offer bios of the
selected riders, however, the
book focuses on what the
authors consider to be the
defining moments in their
subjects’ careers. So rather
than getting any in-depth
analysis about what made
Merckx & Co tick, instead
we’re treated to outrageous
anecdotes that are intended
to inspire. Or as the book
mischievously puts it: ‘To
remind us that suffering on
a bike liberates us from our
daily lives or in the words
of Lance Armstrong “pain
is temporary, quitting lasts
forever”. Which is proof
that even assholes can be
insightful.’ Amen to that!

£13 / profilebooks.com
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S

adly, 2017 was also the year that we lost one
of the greats of British cycling. Mike Hall was
an ultra-endurance rider who conquered
some of the toughest cycling challenges on earth.
In 2012, he won the inaugural World Cycle Race,
completing a self-supported circumnavigation of
the world in 91 days, 18 hours. The following year,
he won the Tour Divide, an MTB race along the
length of the Rockies from Canada to Mexico –
a feat he repeated in 2016. In 2014, he also won the
inaugural TransAm Bike Race, a 4,200-mile dash

2017

across the US from the Pacific to the Atlantic,
completing the course in 17 days. In 2013, Mike
also founded the Transcontinental Race which
typically sees riders take on a 3,000+ mile course
across Europe. Now a highlight of the annual
cycling calendar, the race – along with Mike’s
work with the Cycle a Difference charity – may
well prove his greatest legacy. He was killed by a
car while riding in the Indian Pacific Wheel Race
in Australia in March, aged 35. Donations to his
family can be made at justgiving.com.

e noticed many new trends
develop in cycling this year
and 2017 will certainly go
down as the break-out year for
e-bikes in the UK. In fact, we were
among the first to trumpet their
ascendancy with a dedicated
mini-guide back in June. By
September we’d undertaken our
first-ever e-bike test which threw
up one runaway winner – this, the
Ridgeback E-Flight Di2. A superb
machine that stood out not least
for its use of Shimano’s STEPS
drive system. Standing for
Shimano Total Electric Power
System, it only applies power
(silently) when you’re pedaling, so
this feels and handles like a regular
bike. This along with its automatic
Di2 8-speed hub and reassuring
Shimano Deore hydraulic disc
brakes make this a revelation. Its
integrated lights won us over, too!

£2,600 / ridgeback.co.uk

SPECIALIST
C L OT H I N G I T E M
OF THE YEAR
Altura Podium Elite Vest

E
LIGHTS
OF THE
YEAR
Lezyne
Zecto
Drive set

T

he evolution of daytime riding
lights is a relatively recent
trend aimed at improving road
safety in all daylight conditions, not
just when it gets dark, so it was a
subject that we were keen to examine
as the summer drew to a close. After
exploring what the market had to
offer, Lezyne’s Zecto Drive lights
emerged as the best out there, setting
a benchmark for quality that the
company’s rep has been built on.
Despite their relatively light weight
(95g for the pair), these are tough
little lights. Lezyne claims they are

drop-resistant from a metre but we
can attest that they won’t bust even
if you deliberately send them
groundward from at least half a
metre more than that (come on, it’s
our job to try to break stuff!). They
attach to your bike or a bit of yourself
either by clips or silicone straps, and
with up to eight different lighting
modes and a maximum of 15 hours’
burn time, all urban cyclists should
add these to their armoury.

very once in a while an item of cycling
clothing comes along that makes us worry for
our jobs. We’re supposed to critics, right,
who can – through thorough testing and a stack of
experience – point out what the shortcomings of
a garment are or how it can be improved. Well,
when the Altura Podium Elite Vest turned up at
BikesEtc towers we were almost at a loss for lofty/
patronising/sniffy things to say about it. It just
ROCKED! Being British, Altura just gets what it’s
like having to ride in UK weather, and therefore just
what a useful item of clothing a gilet can be if it’s
done right. And the Podium Elite Vest is done
to near perfection. Its mix of highly advanced
technical fabrics sees rainwater easily repelled
during showers, while in descents it shields your
body from icy blasts superbly. The draft venting
to the rear, meanwhile, ensures that you don’t
overheat either when things are a little warmer.
It is, as we’ve found out from continued use, a great
three-season addition to any cycling wardrobe. You
could say, it’s the best vest we’ve ever put to the test!

£62.99 / upgradebikes.co.uk

£69.99 / altura.eu
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A DV E N T U R E
BIKE OF
THE YEAR

2017

Mason Bokeh
Rival 1X

FILM OF THE YEAR

D

Tour de Pharmacy

on’t be put off by the naff
name, this ‘mockumentary’
about doping in the pro
cycling scene during the 1980s is a
genuine rib-tickler. Not least because
it features what must count as one
of the oddest cast line-ups in what
our American cousins call motionpicture history. It stars Orlando
Bloom as a randy Italian racer,
phone-botherer Kevin Bacon as a
corrupt UCI official, and monster
Swede Dolph Lungren as a ’roided up
Austrian loon. Jon Hamm of Mad
Men fame narrates, but look out, too,
for Danny Glover, Jeff Goldblum, Jon
Cena, and Mike Tyson among a host

of other faces you’ll recognise if you
watch a lot of American comedy.
Staggeringly, even Lance Armstrong
puts in an appearance as ‘an
anonymous informant’! At around 40
minutes long, this is more a barrage
of sketches than a flat-out feature
film but it in that short time Tour de
Pharmacy manages to cram in naked
cyclists, peloton pile-ups, really slow
races, BMX-style stunts, terrible wigs
and a fight scene in which Orlando
Bloom gets punched in the head.
What more could you possibly want?

£4.99 / amazon.co.uk

Mark Beaumont

M

Leyzne Macro
Floor Digital

Y

£49.99 / upgradebikes.co.uk
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£2,795 / masoncycles.cc

RIDER OF
THE YEAR

I N N O VAT I O N
OF THE YEAR
ou’d have thought that as we’re living through the
digital revolution, that analogue gauges on track
pumps would be a novelty by now rather than
the standard. That said it didn’t occur to us that they
could be digital until we saw this. In fact, the first time
we laid eyes on Lezyne’s Macro Digital pump we made
that prolonged ‘Oooh!’ sound that slightly dim people
make when something utterly obvious finally occurs to
them. Though, to be fair it’s a noise we make quite a lot.
With buttons that change the readout from psi to bar,
a battery indicator and auto-on/off this is a truly smart
pump. But it’s not just the digital gubbins that makes
this a worthy winner, it’s the whole package. This is a
true track pump in the sense that it can achieve the very
high pressures track racers prefer to run their tyres at,
capable of reaching 220psi with relative ease. Not that
it can’t be used for just about any kind of bike, whether
you’re a roadie or an off-the-beaten-track type, thanks to
a reversible head with both Presta and Schrader valves.

B

ikepacking was another new
trend that we explored this
year, again honouring this
aspect of cycling with its own mini
guide back in July. We also looked
at a lot of so-called adventure
bikes that claim to be fit for this
particular purpose. The one that
really stood out for us, though, was
the Mason Bokeh Rival 1X which is
just perfect for the job. It features
a robust triple-butted alloy frame,
tyre clearance to fit either 700c or
650b wheels, a full complement
of rack mounting points, bottle
cage bosses and mudguard
mounts (there’s even a boss to fit a
dynamo light to the carbon fork),
plus superb Mason x Hunt wheels
and SRAM Rival hydraulic disc
groupset. Everything you need to
get thoroughly and splendidly lost.

GAME OF THE YEAR

I

Le Tour de France 2017 Cycle Stars

t’s amazing that mobile phones
still hold on to the ‘phone’ bit of
their moniker given how little
folks actually use them for making
voice calls these days. This year, we’ve
been spending rather too much of
our free time using ours to play the
Tour de France 2017 Cycling Stars
game. Basically a management sim,
it allows you to become boss of a pro
cycling team which you then train to
take on the Tour de France, as well as
other major World Tour races such as
La Vuelta, Liège-Bastogne-Liège and

the Tour of California. You’ll also
need to pick the right tactics once
the race starts by creating trains,
responding to what rival teams are
doing, attacking at the right time and
protecting your leader. All while
watching the action unfold in an
‘80s-style, side-scrolling display.
Wins earn you – among other things
– the chance to recruit better riders
to your team. A superb waste of time!

From free / Android and iOS

any people have achieved
many great things on the back
of a bike this year, but only
one can claim to have circumnavigated
the world on one in less than 80 days.
Inspired by Jules Verne’s 1873 novel,
Scottish cyclist Mark Beaumont set off
from Paris on 2nd July from Paris and
cycled through Europe, Russia,
Mongolia, and China, before reaching
Australia and New Zealand. He then
flew to Alaska, cycled across North
America before a final flight brought
him back across the Atlantic to
Portugal, from where he pedalled back
to Paris. Mark covered 18,000 miles
in 79 days, clocking up 240 miles per
day to beat the former assisted-ride
record for circumnavigating the
globe by 44 days. Mark, who also once
held the record for an unassisted
circumnavigation the world by bicycle,
told BikesEtc, ‘When I first rode
around the world I felt I was going fast,
riding 100 miles a day, but that looks
pedestrian to me now!’ We can’t wait
to see what he does for an encore!
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APP OF
THE YEAR

FUNNIEST TWEET OF THE YEAR

SPORTIVE
BIKE OF
THE YEAR

Geraint Thomas

Sufferfest
Training
System

W

hen we did our
round-up of all the
latest cycling apps
in our tech special back in
June, the Sufferfest Training
System was the one that
left us most impressed.
Now with more than 40
structured interval workout
videos (there were 37 when
we first reviewed it), this
is like having a top cycling
coach in your pocket. Not
least because you can hook it
up to your various monitors
to track your metrics and
measure your progress. An
amazing tool for your indoor
workouts on the turbo
trainer – ideal for this time
of year, too!

F

S

tage 9 of this year’s Tour de
France was one of the most
hazardous in recent history
leading one commentator to remark
that, ‘It was supposed to be a bike race,
but it felt more like a TV hospital drama.’
Among the 11 riders to fall on the stage
was Team Sky’s Geraint Thomas who
came off during a 60kmh descent of
Col de la Biche. The crash left him with
a broken collarbone and a ticket home.
Not that the irrepressible Welshman
(who had been overall second at the
time) let it get to him. The next day a
photo appeared on Twitter of the
shredded race jersey he’d been
wearing at the time of his tumble with
the message: ‘Jersey for sale... Only
worn once. Not in 100% condition,
slight signs of use. Might need a wash.’
What’s that saying about not being able
to keep a good man down?

Free / Android & iOS

2017

Tifosi
SS26 Aero

or many cycling enthusiasts,
the sportive remains the
endurance challenge of
choice, so you can be sure that any
bike we give this award too will
have been given a proper beasting
by our testers. That was certainly
the case with this Tifosi SS26 Aero,
which got a right seeing to back in
May. Its response, though, was to
ride like a thoroughbred no matter
what we threw at it. Despite its
racy looks (and it is fast) its carbon
seatpost, generously padded
bars, and deceptively comfortable
geometry make this a pleasure
to munch miles on. The superb
Campag Chorus components
used throughout, meanwhile, add
a further layer of refinement to
what’s already a pretty luxuriant
ride. That paint job is boss, too!

£3,999 / tifosicycles.co.uk

CRASH OF
THE YEAR
Laurens De Plus
Giro di Lombardia

W
GADGET
OF THE
YEAR
Stages
Power
Meter
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F

or those who take their cycling
seriously enough to compete,
knowing your numbers is a
great way to map your progress and
measure your improvements in
fitness. Power meters used to be
the preserve of the pros but with
improving tech and prices drifting
south, they’ve become increasingly
accessible. The Stages Power Meter
range proved this point perfectly,
extending its offerings this year to
include a dozen options for roadies,
with meters that are now compatible
with a wider range of cranksets than

ever, including Cannondale’s
Hollowgram SI, FSA, Campagnolo
and multiple Shimano options to
boot. Coming as either a left-crankonly option or full crankset with
metres in both cranks, you can also
opt for either alloy or carbon
versions. Both are stuffed with clever
tech including an accelerometer
which measures cadence. Accurate,
affordable and a cinch to fit –which
is just how we like our gadgets!

£449 / saddleback.co.uk

e know, we know, celebrating
crashes is in terribly bad taste but
we’d be giant fibbers if we didn’t
admit to being partly drawn to watching pro
cycling by the prangs – and we’re not the only
ones. Of course, the more spectacular the
crash the more devastating the rider’s injuries
tend to be, but mercifully that wasn’t the case
during October’s Giro di Lombardia when
Quick Step Floors Laurens De Plus misjudged
a bend on a high-speed descent at Sormano
and plunged 30ft to, well, safety as it turned
out. He was lucky. De Plus’ team-mate Dan
Martin once described the descent as ‘one of
the most dangerous in racing’, and when the
Belgian slammed into a crash barrier on it and
disappeared over the side, everyone feared
the worst. Miraculously, though, he escaped
without injury. If you’re so inclined you can
see a video of the crash at eurosport.co.uk on
which pundit Carlton Kirby can be heard to
say (as they rerun the accident), ‘I don’t mean
to be mawkish, but let’s see if there’s anything
positive we can take out of this? [Pause]
OUCH!’ Told you we weren’t the only ones!
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ALL
ROUNDER OF
THE YEAR

2017

Specialized
Sequoia Elite

T H E ‘ T H AT ’ S H A N DY ! ’ AWA R D
F O R M U LT I -TO O L E X C E L L E N C E

B

SMS Tom 18

uying a multitool is one of those
investments you should never
make flippantly. Choose the
right one and it’ll potentially save
your bott. Get it wrong, and you could
end up in deep doo-doo and a long
walk home. The ideal multitool then
is one that is both versatile and
strong enough to face down just
about any mechanical that squares
up to you on a ride. But with weight
always a consideration, a good
multitool also needs to be slight
enough not to be a drag. Whoever put
the SMS Tom 18 Mini Tool together
was obviously thinking along the

same lines, producing what is a easily
one of our favourite bits of kit this
year: Six Allen keys, a Phillips and a
flat-head screwdriver, a Torx key, tyre
lever, spoke keys, a chain splitter, a
brake pad spreader, a bottle opener,
a compartment for chain pins and a
pin breaker all get crammed into its
innovative 193-gram design. Folded
down, the whole lot slips into a
neoprene sleeve about the size of a
matchbox – ideal for a jersey pocket.
Now that’s what we call handy!

£26.99 / zyrofisher.co.uk

A

H

Dan Martin
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£1,500 / specialized.com

LID OF THE YEAR

TO U G H G U Y
OF THE YEAR
s we’ve already mentioned, Stage 9 at this year’s
Tour de France was utter carnage with no fewer
than 11 riders crashing out in treacherous
conditions. Among them was Team Quick Step Floors
Dan Martin who was involved in a pile-up with BMC
Racing Team’s Richie Porte. The pair were in a group that
crested the top of the final climb of Mont du Chat to be
confronted by a highly technical descent that had been
made all the more difficult by wet conditions. As Porte
took a sweeping bend, his back wheel locked up forcing
his bike onto a grass verge to the left and flinging him
violently back across the road into the path of Martin.
The pair smashed into a bank on the right-hand side of
the road – a sickening crash that left Porte in hospital
with a fractured clavicle and pelvis. Undeterred, Martin
jumped back on his bike and chased after the pack, even
though he was obviously in some pain. Despite losing
significant time as well as crashing again on the same
descent – albeit in less dramatic fashion – Martin ended
up finishing ninth that day. He then went on to finish
the 2017 Tour in sixth position overall – his highest-ever
position in the race and an achievement made all the
more remarkable by the fact that once it was over,
a scan revealed he’d actually cracked two vertebrae in
the crash with Porte. Dan Martin, Valhalla awaits!

E

very so often a bike comes
along that you just sort of fall
in love with. Almost as soon
as this emerged from its box, the
Sequoia began to beguile. First
with its paint job which its makers
call California White Sage but to
our eyes is the colour of some sort
of ethereal moonlight. Then there’s
its heritage. The original Sequoia
was one of US firm Specialized’s
first ever creations. Dreamt up
in 1981 by legendary designer
Tim Neenan, it was the result of ‘a
thousand decisions properly made’
to quote the marketing message of
the day. A bike classic then, and its
2017 reboot doesn’t disappoint. On
the road, this sturdy steel machine
proved surprisingly sprightly while
off road it took on all we threw at it.
In short, this beauty is a beast!

FUNNIEST MOMENT
OF THE YEAR

I

Alpecin TV advert

t used to be received wisdom that
Germans weren’t funny, but in the
world of pro cycling the likes of
Jens Voigt (catchphrase ‘Shut Up
Legs!) has helped to dispel this
creakiest of old stereotypes. To
further prove the point, Teutonic
haircare product Alpecin got in on
the act this year with a TV ad that had
us chuckling at its sheer silliness. It
features Alpecin’s top boss Eduard R.
Dörrenberg clambering aboard the

Team Katusha Alpecin tour bus
to give the riders a pre-race
motivational speech. ‘Out there
millions are waiting for you,’ he yells
rousingly. ‘They want to see you fight,
they want to see you explode! But
more important than that. You’ve got
to fight for your hair!’ It ends with the
riders whooping and high-fiving one
another like a boardroom full of Yank
middle managers. See it on youtube,
it’s sehr lustig as they say in Germany.

Lazer Blade

aving been in business under one name
or another since shortly after the end of
the First World War, Lazer is,
understandably, one of the most trusted names
in bike-bonce protection. Founded in 1919, it
has spent nigh on 100 years working out how
best to keep human heads safe while travelling
fast on two wheels and its headgear has graced
the skulls of every cycling great from Eddy
Merckx to Laura Trott. It’s quite a formidable
reputation, so when Lazer released its Blade
helmet earlier this year at a price point that can
be most accurately described as ‘budget’, we
were keen to see if it was any cop. It didn’t
disappoint. Hitting all the safety standards
required of a modern cycling lid, the Lazer Blade
impressed us with its inclusion of Lazer’s own
ARS-fit system. This, erm, interesting acronym
actually stands for Advanced Rollys System
which uses a discreet thumb wheel on top of the
helmet to crank the straps tight, so that you get a
perfect close but comfortable fit. Chuck in 22
vents, a weight of 220g and six colours to choose
from, and you’ve got a cycling helmet that
manages to be as good for your head as it for
your pocket. Not bad looking either, is it?

£59.99 / madison.co.uk
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T H E P E T E R S A G A N AWA R D
FOR BEING PETER SAGAN
Peter Sagan

T H E N E X T P E T E R S A G A N AWA R D
FOR BEST NEWCOMER

Muc-Off C3
Ceramic Clay

O

£15.43 / muc-off.com
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O

f course, no BikesEtc end-ofyear awards could pass without
reference to our favourite
cycling loon Peter Sagan. Although, as
he’s been trumped in the categories he
usually ends up winning we’ve had to
give him his own award just for being
him. In previous years, the zany
Slovakian was a regular winner of our
funniest Tweet award, thanks to a
Twitter account stuffed full of posts
that suggests he spends all of his time
off the bike dressed up in (perhaps
unintentionally) hilarious outfits and
hanging out with animals. Sadly,
someone in his camp has clearly wised
up to the fact that the World Champ’s
Twitter account is a ‘brand extension’
that can be put to better use as ‘a
revenue stream’ and has turned off the
fun. So where you would once find
‘The Terminator’ mucking about with
camels or wearing a comedy hat, you’ll
now find commercial messages and
shout-outs to sponsors. Oh well, he
still provided plenty of controversy
this year what with his disqualification
from the Tour de France after causing
Mark Cavendish to crash on stage 9,
winning his third World Champs in
a row and, of course, that moustache!

LUBE OF
THE YEAR
k, stop sniggering at
the back. This award
for the maintenance
product that impressed us
most in 2017 goes to Muc
Off for its C3 Clay. What
made this really stand out
is the UV mini torch the C3
comes with, which you can
use to highlight the dye in
the lube after application
to check your chain is
evenly covered. It’s a level of
thoughtfulness that extends
to the lube’s petroleum-free
eco credentials, too. Muc-Off
claim the ceramic particles
and synthetic polymers they
use also reduce friction 10
times more than standard
lubes. We can’t verify that,
but we can tell you that when
it comes to keeping your
chain slick in dry to damp
conditions C3 is ruddy good.

2017

Tom Pidcock

I

f you’ve ever wondered what the
future of British cycling looks like,
have a look at that picture on the
right. Meet 18-year-old Tom Pidcock,
from Otley, West Yorkshire who’s being
touted in some quarters as the new
Sagan – though more for his riding
skills than any crimes against fashion.
And this year he has picked up armfuls
of silverware to prove that perhaps
we should believe the hype. In the last
12 months, he has won the UCI World
Junior Cyclocross Champs, the Junior
European Cyclocross Champs, the UCI
World Junior Time Trial Champs, the
National Criterium Champs, as well as
finishing GC winner in the Rüebliland
Grand Prix multi-stage race in
Switzerland, the Junior Tour of Wales
and the Junior Paris-Roubaix. There
have been other wins, too, but frankly
we’re running out of space. Although
currently committed to a Belgian
cyclocross team, he has reportedly
agreed to ride for Team Wiggins in
2018 as he shifts his focus to road
racing. We reckon he might do alright!

BIKE OF
THE YEAR

2017

Specialized
Roubaix Expert

O

K, it’s the biggie. Drum roll, please.
This year’s BikesEtc Bike of the
Year for 2017 goes to… Specialized
for their Roubaix Expert. Of all the bikes
we tested this year, the Roubaix Expert
that we put through its paces in the
Chilterns back in January, scored the
highest, achieving a near perfect 9.4
out of 10. What made this Specialized
so, er, special was the introduction to
this long-established (and multiple
Classics-winning) bike of something
called Future Shock. The Roubaix was
built to take on the cobbled stretches
of the race from which it takes its name.
Comfort, therefore, has always been
high up in the mix but Future Shock –
a spring-based suspension unit just
below the stem – takes that to a whole
new level. Innovative, fast, comfortable
and beautiful, the Roubaix Expert is a
worthy winner in every respect.

£3,200 / specialized.com
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